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Abstract:
The Damage control surgery concept (DCS) consists of performing a staged surgery and allowing resuscitation in severe trauma patients who require surgical management. Initially, the DCS has been described in severe liver trauma associated with coagulopathy. Over time, due to the observed advantages, the DCS approach has become standard practice for abdominal trauma with the extent to extra-abdominal trauma and acute abdominal emergencies. Currently, despite the widespread use by the surgical communities, the indications of DCS strategies have not been clearly defined in the absence of high data level and concerns have hence arisen about the overuse and related adverse outcomes of DCS approach in surgical trauma patients. However, Advanced progress in trauma-resuscitation techniques have significantly improved the outcomes and reduced the requirement of DCS strategies in trauma injured patients. In sum, DCS remains an important strategy to surgically manage a specific cohort of patients. The continued research and development in trauma care particularly in patient resuscitation will likely lead to more further decreasing the DCS requirement in severe trauma patients.
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1. Introduction:
Traumatic Injuries Are The Leading Cause Of Mortality In People With Age Under To 44 Years. The Haemorrhage Was The Major Preventable Primary Cause Of Death With 30–40% OfFatalities In Traumatically Injured Patients [1]. Definitive Surgery For Severe Traumatic Injuries In The Patient With Severely Physiological Disorders Is Reputed To Be Detrimental To The Outcome And Resulting In Aggravating The Injury And Delaying The Exhaustion Of Physiological Storage That May Cause Death [2, 3, 4]. The Main Preoccupation Of Trauma Surgeons Was The Early And Effective Control Of Primary Injury And Prevention Of The Secondary Injury. The Concept Of Damage Control Surgery (Dcs) Had Been Endorsed As An Approach To Optimize Surgical Treatment Of Severe Trauma Injured Patients With Severe Physiological Disorders And That Require Surgical Intervention [3]. The Dcs Principles Consisted Of The Early Effective Primary Control Of Bleeding And Abdominal Contamination By Performing Abbreviated Surgery; Delaying Definitive Surgery And Allowing Patient Resuscitation And Stabilization. The Definitive Surgery Will Be Achieved Once Patient Physiology Has Almost Been Restored [5,6]. The Dcs Approach Incorporates Four Components Including [4]: (1) Identification Of The Unwell Trauma Patient On The Basis Of Injury Characteristics And Physiological
Disorders, (2) Controlling Bleeding And Abdominal Cavity Contamination By Performing Abbreviated Surgery, (3) Continued Resuscitation During Operation And In The Icu By Providing Physiological Restoration And Vital Organ Support To Optimize Patient Hemodynamic And Correct Acidosis, Hypothermia And Coagulopathy. (4) Performing Definitive Surgery In Resuscitated And Stabilized Patient. The Dcs Approach Has Demonstrated Improved Survival In Critically Trauma Injured And Chocked Patients [6,7]. This Approach Is Currently Estimated To Be Required In 10% Of Patients With Trauma Injuries [8,9]. Despite The Several Advantages, The Patients Required Cds Approach Are Subjected To Multiple Surgeries, Prolonged Icu Stays And May Develop Abdominal Compartment Syndrome With Acute Respiratory Distress And Multiple Organ Failure [10]. Clearly, The Benefits Of The Dcs Strategies Depend On The Appropriate Indication By Selecting The Correct Patients. As A Results Research On Trauma Care Specifically The Patient Resuscitation, The Damage Control Resuscitation (Dcr) Has Been Added To Dcs Approach. This New Concept Of Resuscitation Incorporates The Early And More Aggressive Correction Of Coagulation And Metabolic Disorders With Restriction Of Isotonic Fluids And Rapid Administration Of Blood Components [11, 12, 13, 14, and 15]. These Advances In Early Trauma Resuscitation Have Increased The Rate Of Definitive Surgery During The Initial Operation.

2. History and Evolution of Damage Control Surgery Concepts:
The Concept Of The Dcs Emerged From The Clinical Achievement Of Liver Trauma Management In The Later1970s [16,17].As A Favorable Result From Clinical Experiences And Observations, Staged Laparotomy With Per hepatic Packing To Achieve Homeostasis Became Widespread In Liver Trauma [16,17]. However, the Benefit Of Intra-Abdominal Packing And Delayed Definitive Surgery On Patient Survival In Liver Trauma Has Been Proved Later In 1981. Uncontrolled Bleeding And Refractory Coagulopathy Had Been Also Identified As The Major Cause Of Death Of Liver Trauma Patients [18,19]. In Fact, The Peri-Hepatic Packing Technique Has Been Advocated As A Life-Saving Method In Severe Liver Trauma With Refractory Coagulopathy [20,21].So The Fundamental Objective Of Staged Laparotomy And Delayed Reconstructive Surgery Has Been To Rapidly Allow The Patient Physiology Restoration And Coagulopathy Correction. In Penetrating Abdominal Trauma, The Benefit Of Staged Surgery On Patient Survival Has Firstly Been Outlined In 1983 [22]. Compared To Definitive Laparotomy, Staged Surgery Has Been Associated With A Benefit On Survival In Patients Who Developed Intraoperative Coagulopathy, And The Definitive Surgery Has Been Completed Once The Coagulation Returned To Normal Level [22]. In Addition To Coagulopathy, It Has Been Observed That Death Was Exacerbated By Hypothermia And Metabolic Acidosis. Therefore, Emphasizing Hypothermia And Metabolic Acidosis Have Been Proposed As Key Factors To Promote Lethal Coagulopathy [4]. A Decade After And In 1993, The Concept Of ‘Damage Control Surgery’ Has Been Clearly Described In Trauma Care By Rotondo Et Al. By Outlining the Three-Phase Approach [6]. This Three-Phase Approach Consisted Of, Staged Surgery With The First Control Of Bleeding And Intestinal Content Spillage, Patient Physiological Restoration And Optimization, And Performing Definitive Surgery On Resuscitated And Stabilized Patient [6]. The Staged Surgery For Induced Injury Coagulopathy Was Widely Accepted As A Care Practice In Trauma Patients [7,23,24]. Furthermore, Patient Survival Has Markedly Been Improved By The Implementation Of This Practice Approach (Dcs) In Major Abdominal Trauma Injuries [6,7,23,24]. The Patient Resuscitation Was Considered As A Crucial Step Of The Damage Control Surgery Concept. It Must Be Started In The Emergency Room And Continued In The Intra And Postoperative Period. However, The Shocked Patient With Major Trauma Who Received Excessive Fluid Volumes (Crystalloids) Experienced A Subsequent Pulmonary
And Intestinal Tissue Oedema [25,26]. In Addition To Intestinal Oedema And Large Volume Resuscitation, A Tightly Packed And Closed Abdomen Led To Increasing The Intra-Abdominal Pressure And The Development Of The Abdominal Compartment Syndrome (Acs)[27,28]. The Reported Acs Incidence Was Superior To 30% And Associated Mortality Was Greater Than 60% In Major Trauma Patients [24]. The Death Resulted From Acs Complications Such As Respiratory, Renal And Cardiac Failure. Over Time, The Combined Use Of Open Abdomen Surgery And Modified Traumatic Shock Resuscitation Techniques Have Increasingly Reduced The Incidence Of Lethal Acs Syndrome [29].Therefore The Prevention Of The Lethal Acs Constitutes The Greatest Documented Achievement Of The Modern Post Injury Critical Care. Over The Last 10 Years, The Research Conducted On Acs And Advances In Trauma Shock Resuscitation Had Led To Adding The Damage Control Resuscitation Approach (Dcr) To The Damage Control Paradigm. Compared To Previously Described Resuscitation, The Dcr Consisted Of Early And More Aggressive Correction Of Coagulopathy And Metabolic Disorders. The Isotonic Fluid Restriction For Plasma Volume Expansion, Permissive Hypotension, Early And Rapid Administration Of Blood Components To Correct Post-Traumatic Coagulation Disorders Are The Key Concepts Of The Dcr [11]. Dcr Allows The Restoration Of Normal Patient Physiology And Early Correction Of The Post-Traumatic Bloody Vicious Cycle, Facilitating The Completion Of Definitive Surgery At The First Operation With Reduced Perioperative Morbidity And Improved Outcomes [13,15,30]. This Strategy Starts In The Emergency Room And Continues During The Surgical Procedure And In The Icu [12]. The Dcs Is Now Considered As A Component Of Dcr And Its Benefit Is Now Well Demonstrated In The Context Of Dcr. Indeed Dcs Combined To Dcr Form The Modern Trauma Care Continuum.[31,32]. The Recently Published Reports (2011) Showed The Clear Benefits Of Dcs On Survival In Injured Patients Who Have Been Managed With Dcr Compared To Conventional Resuscitation Methods [33]. Also, The Stay Length In Icu Has Increasingly Been Reduced In Patients Requiring Dcs And Managed With Dcr [30]. Dcr Implementation In A Specifically Selected Patient Who Required Emergency Surgery For Trauma Has Significantly Decreased The Need For Dcs Laparotomy And Reduced Mortality And Increased The Rate Of Definitive Surgery At The First Operation In Level 1 Trauma Centre [34]. The Shift Towards Performing Complete Surgery Was Associated With Significant Reductions In Health Care Costs And Resources Utilization. Additionally, Important Studies Reported Higher Rates Of Primary Abdominal Closure In The Context Of Dcr Approach [35,36]. More Recently And Related To Continued Advances In Trauma Care, The Dcr Strategies Have Reduced The Need For Surgical Haemostasis In Severe Liver Trauma (>20%) By The Direct Address Of Trauma-Induced Coagulopathy, Increased The Rate Of Definitive Surgery And Reduced The Need For Dcs Approach In A Critically Injured Patient [37].

3. Damage Control Surgery Indications And Current Evidence Data- Base

The Dcs Has Become A Standard Approach In Trauma Care Only On The Basis Of Clinical Experiences And Observations. Until 2014, And Due To The Lack Of High Evidence Level From The Published Studies Comparing Dcs Approach To Immediate Definitive Surgery, The Dcs Practice Has Not Been Validated In Major Abdominal Trauma [38]. Indeed The Indications For Dcs Were Historically Based On Patient Factors (Physiology Reserve, Comorbidities), Injury Factors (Blunt Vs Penetrating Trauma, Peritoneal Contamination, Major Bleeding), Physiological Parameters (‘Lethal Triad Of Trauma’ - Hypothermia, Acidosis, Coagulopathy), And Treatment Factors Such As Resuscitation Requirements (Volume And Type Of Administered Fluids) And Expected Duration /Physiological Effect Of Definitive Care [31,38,39,40]. In Addition, The Ph Level, Hypothermia, Administered Volume Fluid And Transfusion Have Been Showed To Be Sensitive
Indicators Of Patient Prognosis [41,42]. The Indications For Damage Control Strategies Have Been Increased With The Growing Opinion That These Strategies Should Be Made Early, Prior To Irreversible Physiological Compromise [43]. Despite Its Accepted Benefits, The Overuse Of Dcs In Trauma Practice Has Resulted In Augmentation Of Complications And Resource Utilization [44]. These Variations in the Indication of DC’s Were Attributable To The Lack Of Consensus On The Appropriate Use Of This Treatment Approach Among The Surgical Community [45]. Regarding The Large Variations In The Indications Of The Dcs Strategies, A Panel Of Trauma Surgery Experts Reviewed The Peer-Reviewed Papers Published Between 1983 And 2014 In Order To Synthesize And Rate The Appropriateness Of Dcs Indications In Surgical Practice For Civilian Trauma [41]. The Studies Involving Exclusively Non-Civilian Trauma, Neurological And Orthopaedic Injured Population Are Excluded From Analysis. The Report Of Trauma Surgery Expert Panel Suggested That The Indications For Dcs Should Be Defined On The Basis Of Several Factors Including The Preoperative Transfusion Of More Than 10 Units Of Prbcs, Administration Of More Than 12l Of Prbcs/Whole Blood/ Other Blood Product/ Crystalloids During The Pre And Intraoperative Phase, Bleeding Uncontrollable With Conventional Treatment Methods, And The Degree Of Physiological Disorders As Demonstrated By Pre Or Intraoperative Hypothermia (<34.88c), Acidosis (Ph<7.2) And/Or Coagulopathy (Prothrombin Time And Partial Thromboplastin Time >1.5 X Normal And The Absence Of Visible Blood Clots During Operation/ Diffuse Oozing From All Injured Tissues). Specific Injury Characteristics As Severe Multiple Injuries (Iss ≥25), Associated Severe Hemorrhagic Shock (Diastolic Pressure <70 Mmhg) On Admission, Abdominal And Thoracic Compartment Syndrome Were Also An Indication To Dcs. The Prolonged Operative Procedure More Than 90 Min With Partial Response To Resuscitation Was Interestingly Considered As An Indication For Dcs. Difficulties To Make The Appropriate Decision Regarding The Treatment Priorities In The Presence Of Severe And Complicated Injury And Limited Technical Conditions. In Sum, The Dcs Approach Should Be Applied In The Presence Of The Previously Described Prognosis Factors, And The Surgical Management Strategy Must Be Based On The Dynamic Response To Resuscitation Rather Than The Patient Physiology Indicators Or Injury Characteristic At The Presentation. Due To The Absence Of High-Level Evidence Data Regarding The Appropriate Indications, A Recent Report (2017) Highlighted The Inconsistent Use Of The Dcs Approach With Significant Variation Across Tertiary Trauma Centres [46]. However, The Damage Control Strategy Remains Primordial In The Management Of Shocked Patients Or Those Not Responding To Intensive Resuscitation. As Acknowledged By Authors, The Benefits Of Dcr On Patient Physiology And Survival In Trauma Care Currently Constitute A Domain Of Active Investigation And Clinical Research [14,47,48,49]. Therefore, Further Original Research Studies Are Required To Validate The Indications Of The Dcs Strategy On The Basis Of Evidence-Based Results.

4. Damage Control Surgery And Abdominal Emergencies:

The Dcs Strategies Have Been Widely Used In Abdominal Trauma Injuries With Well-Demonstrated Benefits On Patient Survival. During The Last 15 Years, Efforts Have Been Made To Manage The Patients Presenting Acutely Surgical Abdominal Emergencies Associated With A Physiological Compromise By Using The Dcs Approach [50]. However, The Published Results Of A Few Studies With A Reduced Sample Of The Population Are Preliminary And Inconclusive Regarding The Definitions And Principles Of Dsc Strategies In The Context Of Surgical Abdominal Emergencies [51,52]. Oppositely, Published Individual Experiences On The Dcs Approach, Showed Real Benefits On Patient Survival [53,54]. Therefore, Despite The Lack Of Evidence-Based Data, The Trends Towards The...
Adoption Of Dcs Strategies In Abdominal Surgical Emergencies Are Comparable To Those Seen In The Damage Control Orthopaedic Approach (Dco) For Trauma Care Before Its Spread And Acceptance As A Treatment Strategy In Orthopaedic Trauma.
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